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Abstract—The paper proposes an alternative and novel
approach to the PWM duty cycles computation for Con-
ventional Matrix Converters (CMC) fed by balanced, un-
balanced or non–sinusoidal AC voltage sources. The pre-
sented solution simplifies the prototyping of direct modu-
lation algorithms. PWM duty cycles are calculated faster by
the smooth interpolation technique, using only vector coor-
dinates, without trigonometric functions and angles. Both
input voltages and output reference voltages are expressed
by analytic signals in the proposed direct modulation. Input
voltages are represented by the rotating vector collection
in the two–dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. All
reference output voltages are located inside the triangular
surface, named here as the voltage synthesis field, formed
by these rotating vectors. A certain degree of reference
signals placement freedom allows to maximize the voltage
transfer ratio to 0.866 with less switching compared to the
Optimum–Venturini direct method. The proposed solution
was verified by simulations and experiments for CMC3× k.
The comparison with the Optimum–Venturini modulation is
included. The proposed PWM duty cycle computation ap-
proach can also be applied to multiphase CMC converters
for any number of inputs as well as outputs.

Index Terms—AC-AC converters, matrix converters,
pulse width modulation.

NOMENCLATURE

j
√
−1.

x Real part subscript of complex number.
y Imaginary part subscript of complex number.
i Subscript corresponding to input of CMC.
o Subscript corresponding to output of CMC.
k Number of outputs.
T Transposition of the matrix.
vi Measured input voltages [vi1, vi2, vi3]T .
vo Average output voltages [vo1, vo2, ..., vok]T .
vi = vix + j · viy Analytic form of input voltage.
vo = vox + j · voy Analytic form of output voltage.
ii Average input currents [ii1, ii2, ii3]T .
io Measured output currents [io1, io2, ..., iok]T .
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Fig. 1: Conventional k-phase Matrix Converter.

dn PWM duty cycle matrix for n output [d1n, d2n, d3n]T .
D Complete PWM duty cycle matrix for all switches.
φi Input displacement angle.
ωi = 2πfi, where fi is the source frequency.
ωo = 2πfo, where fo is the load frequency.
q = Vo/Vi Voltage transfer ratio.
qmax Maximum value of voltage transfer ratio.
∆[1,2,3] Area of triangle ∆ with vertices 1, 2, and 3.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE CMC, shown in Fig. 1, is an AC–AC power converter
which generates the load voltage with arbitrary amplitude

and frequency with unity input power factor operation and
sinusoidal input and output currents [1], [2]. Many PWM
modulation strategies have been widely reported in literature,
mainly as the direct control by Venturini approach [3]–[5],
scalar control realized according to Roy method [6], carrier
based modulation method (CBPWM) and the Space Vector
Modulation (SVM) [7], [8]. In addition to the numerous appli-
cations in a multiphase electric drive, due to their advantages
over classic solutions [9]–[12], matrix converters also find
use in an energy conditioning solutions [13], [14]. Research
on matrix converters has resulted in multilevel and indirect
topologies [15], [16]. However, this topology is still interesting
in terms of both in the application and prototype design [17],
[18].

Many PWM modulation algorithms reported in literature
are usually focused on the three inputs with an assumption of
sinusoidal input waveforms. Although several articles provide
modulation schemes under unbalanced sources or abnormal
input conditions, the studies concern the CMC3×3 case [19]–
[21], while the CMCm×n case seems not be much explored.
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As presented in [22] the m × n topology can also be used
in multiphase wind energy generation with a direct matrix
converter using a general approach introduced in [23]. Due to
the requirements of multiphase machines and converters, the
classic Venturini’s technique has been adopted and extended
in [23] using advanced trigonometrical approach. Modulating
signals have been elaborated and proposed for a number
of inputs greater than three, whereas the PWM duty cycle
computation formula has not been proposed so far. A similar
solution developed using heuristic methods has been presented
in [24], where research results have been only demonstrated
for three inputs, under the assumption of the balanced voltage
source. A new interesting idea of a direct modulation is
also proposed in [25], where detailed mathematical treatment,
based on the power balance equations, is described. This
modulation approach only addresses the CMC3× 3 converter.

To conclude, the elaboration of the PWM duty cycle com-
puting formula for the direct method of modulation is a
challenging task due to different numbers of inputs and outputs
– in particular when the number of inputs is greater than
the number of outputs. A second important issue concerning
modulation algorithms is to maintain the good quality of load
currents during abnormal input voltage conditions. Thus, the
PWM duty cycle computing issue becomes more and more
complicated for multiphase topologies. The aims of this paper
are as follows:

• to find a general, understandable and easy to apply
the description of the direct AC voltages synthesis for
symmetrical three–phase power supply, that is not limited
to sinusoidal voltages and allows to reach the maximum
voltage transfer ratio and adjusting the power angle at the
input of the system for any number of the output voltages.

• to formulate assumptions of the load voltage synthesis
in systems with any number of the output phases and
arbitrarily selected sets of input voltages.

• to maintain the sinusoidal current at the output of CMC
with voltage synthesis based on unbalanced or nonsinu-
soidal AC sources.

The second important aspect is the time reduction of exe-
cuting the program instructions, as well as the simplification
of the calculation scheme. The Gallium Nitride (GaN) and
Silicon Carbide (SiC) semiconductors offer fundamental ad-
vantages over silicon solutions, in particular, the higher critical
electrical field and smaller capacitances compared to silicon
switches [26]–[31]. The switching frequency of these power
semiconductors can be very high compared to the silicon coun-
terparts, which makes these devices great for high–frequency
application [32], [33]. Elimination of the trigonometry and
angles from the algorithm, due to their computing time, allows
to implement the proposed CMC control in FPGA digital
structures using the standard function blocks.

The paper proposes a solution of the direct AC–AC con-
version also for non–sinusoidal and deformed sources for
any number of converter inputs and outputs. The smooth
interpolation method described in section V was used for the
implementation of the voltage synthesis for a given number
of output voltages based on a selected dynamically number of

inputs.
Section II contains a brief introduction into the analytic

signals and the voltage synthesis field concepts. The proposed
approach of fast PWM duty cycle computing for CMC with
three inputs is explained in section III. The method of PWM
duty cycle computation is demonstrated in section IV, where
a Direct Analytic Vector – PWM (DAV–PWM) for CMC with
k–outputs is presented. Section V discusses the assignments of
Wachspress’s smooth interpolation method for generalization
of the AC–AC voltage synthesis. Simulation results are pre-
sented in section VI, while experimental research, including
the comparative results, are placed in the next section.

II. ANALYTIC SIGNAL CONCEPT

Signal z(t) which has no negative–frequency components
is called an analytic signal [34], [35] and in continuous time
can be represented as

z(t) =
1

2π

∫ ∞
0

Z(ω)ejωtdω (1)

where Z(ω) is the complex coefficient which sets the ampli-
tude |~z| and phase ϕ(t), shown in Fig. 2(a), of the positive–
frequency complex sinusoid exp(jωt) at frequency ω. The
sampled input voltages, which are usually the pure three
sinusoids

vi1x = V cos (ωit)
vi2x = V cos (ωit+ 2π/3)
vi3x = V cos (ωit− 2π/3)

(2)

by generating a phase–quadrature components

vi1y = V sin (ωit)
vi2y = V sin (ωit+ 2π/3)
vi3y = V sin (ωit− 2π/3)

(3)

can be converted to a set of positive–frequency complex
expressions

v̄i1 = V ejωit

v̄i2 = V ej(ωit+2π/3)

v̄i3 = V ej(ωit−2π/3)
(4)

by a well known quarter–cycle time shift method or using the
Clarke transform–based formula as follows vi1x vi1y

vi2x vi2y

vi3x vi3y

 =

 vi1x vi2x vi3x

vi2x vi3x vi1x

vi3x vi1x vi2x

 1 0

0 1
/√

3

0 −1
/√

3


(5)

The positive complex expression from (4) can be represented
by three rotating vectors in xy two–dimensional coordinate
system, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In most practical cases, the
quality of the grid supply voltage is proper and the calculation
of quadrature components is reduced to the equation (5),
then the proposed algorithm takes a simple effective form.
The calculation of analytical signals for AC unbalanced and
distorted voltages requires the use of advanced operations.
This is however not the disadvantage of the proposed approach
because frequency analysis is widely implemented and sup-
ported in DSP processors and FPGA devices. If high precision
of output voltage generation is needed, the accurate calculation
of vectors coordinates requires the Hilbert Transform Filter
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Fig. 2: Geometrical interpretation of analytic signal: (a) the-
oretical trajectory Γ of signal z(t), (b) three pure sinusoids
representation by rotating vectors in xy reference frame.

[36] or other operation based on Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) [37]. The calculation can be limited to several dominant
harmonics, thus the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) based
approach, such as moving–window DFT, may be applied [38].

Each AC input voltage waveform can be represented by
an analytic signal and samples of these input voltages are
transformed into points with coordinates xy. These points –
minimum three selected – are vertices of the convex polygon,
which is the voltage synthesis field. A similar proposal was
introduced in [39] as the Duty Cycle Space Vectors concept, in
which the synthesis field is presented only as of the stationary
equilateral triangle, which does not rotate and cannot express
abnormal voltage conditions such as unbalance and higher–
order harmonics. For three–phase balanced sources, even if
they are not sinusoidal, the synthesis field can be easily
constructed using (5). For symmetric and balanced multi–
phase voltage sources the algebraic construction of the voltage
synthesis field is rather intuitive. If the input voltages are
arbitrary and do not create symmetric voltage systems or con-
tain higher harmonics, a precise AC–AC conversion requires
special signal processing techniques, as reported earlier.

Input voltages can be expressed by analytic signals, which
are represented by the Hilbert pairs – the real (which is
physically measurable), and the imaginary values. There are
exactly three pairs, represented by points P1, P2, and P3

shown in Fig. 3(a), for the three–phase AC voltage source.
Moreover, as presented in Fig. 3(b), the distances between the
real coordinates of these points are equal to the instantaneous
line–to–line voltages. The reference output voltages can be
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Fig. 3: Presentation of the main geometric relationships be-
tween the input and output voltages: (a) the voltage synthesis
field, (b) three input rotating vectors, (c) the real value of the
reference output voltage vo1x within sampling interval TS , (d)
vectors arrangement to perform general algebraic construction
of PWM duty cycles computation.

also represented by the real and imaginary values and
only the real coordinate vo1x, shown in Fig. 3(c), directly
influences the output currents. Theoretically, the value of
the imaginary components can be arbitrary. However, all
instantaneous output voltages, due to the physical restriction,
are limited by the input voltages envelope. This limitation can
be expressed graphically by the triangle named the voltage
synthesis field as proposed previously.

III. PWM DUTY CYCLE COMPUTATION FOR CMC WITH
THREE INPUTS

A mathematical expression for computing the PWM duty
cycles can be constructed in an explicit algebraic form based
on coordinates of the triangle vertices [40]. These coordinates
are presented in the two–dimensional Cartesian reference
frame. Considering the vector arrangement illustrated in Fig.
3(a), points P4 and P5 represent two basic cases, while point
P6 – with the same x coordinate – designates the general
output vector position ~vo1 in the voltage synthesis field. The
following proportions based on the sine rule applied to the
geometry as in Fig. 3(d) can be formulated

|P2P6|
sin (π − φ)

=
|P2P8|
sin (ϕ)

=
|P2P7|

sin (φ− ϕ)
(6)

Duty cycles d1 and d3, which correspond to points P1 and P3

respectively, can be calculated as a ratio of the absolute value
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Fig. 4: The point P4 positions outside the synthesis field: (a)
the vector origin is located at the point (0,0), (b) the origin
has arbitrary interior location, (c) the origin represented by P0

overlaps point P3.

of the appropriate vector products as expressed below

d1 =
|P2P7|
|P2P1|

=
|P2P6|
|P2P1|

sin (φ− ϕ)

sin (φ)
· |P2P3|
|P2P3|

=

∣∣∣−−−→P2P6 ×
−−−→
P2P3

∣∣∣∣∣∣−−−→P2P1 ×
−−−→
P2P3

∣∣∣
(7)

d3 =
|P2P8|
|P2P3|

=
|P2P6|
|P2P3|

sin (ϕ)

sin (φ)
· |P2P1|
|P2P1|

=

∣∣∣−−−→P2P6 ×
−−−→
P2P1

∣∣∣∣∣∣−−−→P2P3 ×
−−−→
P2P1

∣∣∣
(8)

Note, that the magnitude of the cross product of two vectors is
the area of the parallelogram with the two vectors as adjacent
sides. Thus, equations (7) and (8) can be transformed finally
to expression

d1 = ξ ·
∣∣∣∣det

[
vi2x − vo1x vi2y − vo1y

vi3x − vo1x vi3y − vo1y

]∣∣∣∣ =
∆[2,6,3]

∆[1,2,3]
(9)

d3 = ξ ·
∣∣∣∣det

[
vi1x − vo1x vi1y − vo1y

vi2x − vo1x vi2y − vo1y

]∣∣∣∣ =
∆[2,6,1]

∆[1,2,3]
(10)

where det means the determinant of the matrix 2× 2, and

ξ =

∣∣∣∣det

[
vi2x − vi1x vi2y − vi1y

vi3x − vi1x vi3y − vi1y

]∣∣∣∣−1

(11)

Thus, any angles or trigonometric functions do not need to be
ever evaluated. If the reference vector

−−−→
P0P4 lies outside the

synthesis field, as in Fig. 4(a)–(c), the length of this vector can
be shortened in respect to its original point P0 and direction
by the following factor

γ(a) =
|P0Pr|

|P0Pr|+ |PrP4|
=

∆[0,2,3]

∆[0,2,3] + ∆[2,3,4]
(12)

for the case (a), and in the analogous way for cases (b)
and (c). Each reference output voltage sample can be also
presented as the pair of two coordinates. Only the real part,
which corresponds to x coordinate, determines the peak–
to–peak output line–to–line voltage, while the imaginary
part can be modified to obtain certain features of the PWM
modulation, such as the control of the input displacement angle
φi. Modifications cannot move any reference point outside
the synthesis field [41]. Changes in the position of the pair
representing the output voltage in the synthesis field can be
expressed by Γ trajectory shape, as shown in Fig. 2(b), where
the circular trajectory is presented.

The main purpose of modifying the real part is increasing
the range of linear modulation. For the basic circular trajectory
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Fig. 5: Example voltage waveforms and the PWM duty cycles
for CMC3×3 and ωi = 3ωo for different types of modulation
with: (a) the circular trajectory ΓI, (b) centered straight tra-
jectory ΓII, (c) shifted straight trajectory ΓIII connected with
the vertex vi3.
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Fig. 6: A straight Γ trajectory inclined at an angle of φi inside
the synthesis field ∆[1,2,3].

ΓI, shown in Fig. 5(a), the maximum voltage transfer ratio
qmax is equal to the radius of the circle inscribed in an
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equilateral triangle and takes the value 0.5. By setting each
y coordinate value to zero and adding the standard common–
mode signal to all x coordinates, the 0.577 value can be ob-
tained, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). The last and most important
modification consists of the appropriate trajectory ΓIII shift
inside the synthesis field, which allows to reach the qmax
value equal to 0.866 – this case is illustrated in Fig. 5(c). For
a balanced three–phase source and the input angle φi = 0, the
maximum length of the trajectory Γ, shown is Fig. 6, is equal
to the following expression

lΓmax =
√

(maxx −minx)2 + (maxy −miny)2=0.75

(13)
Considering the reference non–zero input displacement angle
φi and k odd number of outputs, the maximum voltage transfer
ratio is limited to

qmax(k, φi) =
1 + cos

(
π
3

)
2 · cos

(
π

2·k
) · cos (φi) (14)

In particular, the applied offset may shift the trajectory Γ
to the nearest vertex of the voltage synthesis field, which is
illustrated in Fig. 5(c). When the two points, which represent
the reference and the input voltages overlap each other, the
switching is not performed for a certain period of time. In
consequence, the total losses can be reduced as a result of this
operation. The modulation diagram of the discussed approach
is shown in Fig. 8. The proposed concept can be extended to
a greater number of converter outputs, which is presented in
detail in the next section as the DAV-PWM modulation for
CMC with three inputs and odd number of outputs.

IV. DAV–PWM MODULATION FOR CMC3× k
For three–phase sinusoidal input voltages vi1, vi2, and vi3

the required analytic signals vi, can be easy calculated using
(5). To increase the maximum voltage transfer ratio q for a
given number of outputs and control the input angle φi, the
sinusoidal reference output voltage

vo = q
[

cos (ωot) · · · cos
(
ωot− (k−1)2π

k

) ]T
(15)

can be converted into the following formula of the modified
output analytic voltages

v̄o = (vo + vcm) ·
[

1 tan (φi)
]

(16)

where the common–mode signal vcm is expressed as follows

vcm = −0.5(maxx + minx)
maxx = MAX{vo1, vo2, ..., vok}
minx = MIN{vo1, vo2, ..., vok}

(17)

The voltage synthesis field ∆[1,2,3], input vectors vi, and the
straight–line Γ trajectory with reference analytic voltages vo

are shown in Fig. 6. To achieve the maximum voltage transfer
ratio (14), the trajectory Γ can be shifted to the nearest vertex
of the triangle ∆[1,2,3], as shown in Fig. 5(c), and Fig. 7.
This operation can be performed by adding the following
coordinates

vs = [vsx, vsy] (18)

[vi3x=minx,vi3y]

[vi1x=minx,vi1y]
[vi2x=minx,vi2y]

[vi3x=maxx,vi3y]

[vi1x=maxx,vi1y]
[vi2x=maxx,vi2y]

case 2 case 3

case 4 case 5 case 6

case 1

Fig. 7: All possible shift cases of the trajectory Γ inside the
triangle ∆[1,2,3].

to each reference voltage pair (16), as illustrated in Fig. 8.
Finally, the modulating signals can be written as follows

v̄o = (vo + vcm) ·
[

1 tan (φi)
]

+

 vs

...
vs


[k×2]

(19)

where vs is calculated depending on the case, shown in Fig.
7, as follows

vs1 = [vi1x −maxx, vi1y −maxy]
vs2 = [vi3x −minx, vi3y −miny]
vs3 = [vi2x −maxx, vi2y −maxy]
vs4 = [vi1x −minx, vi1y −miny]
vs5 = [vi3x −maxx, vi3y −maxy]
vs6 = [vi2x −minx, vi2y −miny]

(20)

In the case of balanced voltage source, the proper case can be
selected according to the given input voltage sextant shown in
Fig. 11. Assuming that all output voltage subscripts start from
4, the required PWM duty cycles matrix dn for n–output phase
can be calculated using the simple formulas (9)–(10), based
on barycentric coordinates as follows

dn =

 d1n

d2n

d3n

 =


∆[n+3,2,3]

∆[1,2,3]
∆[1,n+3,3]

∆[1,2,3]
∆[1,2,n+3]

∆[1,2,3]

 (21)

where n ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., k}.
The DAV–PWM modulation diagram for CMC3×3 is shown

in Fig. 8, while the algorithm flowchart for CMC3 × k is
presented in Fig. 9. The proposed trajectory shift operation
affects the values of the PWM duty cycle matrix elements of
the l–column, which corresponds to the given converter output

D =
[

d1 d2 . . . dl . . . dk
]

(22)

Therefore, the PWM duty cycles for l output can be formally
expressed as follows

dl =


[1, 0, 0]

T ⇔ v̄ol = v̄i1

[0, 1, 0]
T ⇔ v̄ol = v̄i2

[0, 0, 1]
T ⇔ v̄ol = v̄i3

(23)

where l ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., k}. It means, that for a certain period
of time, one of the input voltage is permanently connected
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Fig. 8: DAV–PWM modulation diagram for CMC3× 3.

{vi1, vi2, vi3}

calculation of analytic signals by (5)

{vi1x, vi1y},{vi2x, vi2y},{vi3x, vi3y}

and use directly as coordinates

[vi1x, vi1y],[vi2x, vi2y],[vi3x, vi3y]

{vo1, vo2, … , vok } (15)

calc.  the PWM duty cycle matrix D for each output (21)

{d12,d22,d32}, …, {d1k,d2k,d3k}

perform Cyclic  Venturini      switching state sequence (22-23)

{dI,1,dII,1,dIII,1,dII,1,dI,1},...,{dI,k,dII,k,dIII,k,dII,k,dI,k}

generation of analytic signals  (16)

{vo1x, vo1y}, … ,{vokx, voky}

calculation the common 

mode voltege vcm  (17)

tan(F i)

perform the G trajectory offset

and update the coordinates (19-20)

[vo1x, vo1y], … ,[vokx, voky]

Fig. 9: DAV–PWM algorithm flowchart for CMC3× k.

with the properly selected converter output, thus the number
of switching is also reduced. Example voltages, between
the outputs terminal and the neutral point N of the input
capacitor star connection, are shown in Fig. 10. Paper [42]
compares and presents several PWM signal gating methods.
Among them, the Cyclic Venturini and MMM schemes of
modulation are proposed. The first method can be implemented
by applying the same PWM modulation duty cycles to a
double–sided symmetrical switching sequence. This sequence
changes cyclically according to the sextant, in which the input
voltage space vector lies. The space vector is represented by
coordinates (viα, viβ) as illustrated in Fig. 11.

When the input voltage source is not purely sinusoidal or
balanced, the trajectory shifting operation is performed in a
different way. Maintaining the maximum q voltage transfer
ratio and the sinusoidal character of the output currents, in the
case of an abnormal or distorted voltage source, requires so-
lution for two key problems: proper presentation of all source
voltages vi – in the meaning of the Hilbert transformation
and analytic signal concept – and selection of an optimal
Γ trajectory position inside the synthesis field ∆[1,2,3]. The
first problem has many solutions, among them, the methods

vo1N

vo2N

vo3N

5 6 12 3 41

20 ms

case:

Fig. 10: An example voltage between converter CMC3 × 3
output and the neutral point N of the input filter capacitor
star connection: q = 0.866, φi = 0, ωo = ωi.

[via,vib]

sexant 4 sexant 1

sexant 2

sexant 5

sexant 3

sexant 6

dI,k - dII,k - dIII,k - dII,k - dI,ksexant

d3k/2 - d1k/2 - d2k - d1k/2 - d3k/21, 4

d2k/2 - d3k/2 - d1k - d3k/2 - d2k/2

d1k/2 - d2k/2 - d3k - d2k/2 - d1k/2

s1ks2ks3k

s1ks2ks3k

s1ks2ks3k

2, 5

3, 6

Fig. 11: Cyclic Venturini switching sequence.

based on the Hilbert filter, Fast Fourier Transform or Discrete
Fourier Transform can be indicated [34]–[37]. Nowadays,
signal processors have hardware support for FFT algorithms
in the form of coprocessors and often a special optimized
DSP library is available. Nevertheless, taking into account
the typical three–phase grid voltage frequency spectrum, the
quadrature signals can be calculated selectively by DFT only
for the fundamental and 6n±1 harmonics. The general concept
of PWM duty cycle computed by (21) remains unchanged.
An optimal placement Γ trajectory inside the triangle ∆[1,2,3]

can be performed by selecting the smallest control sum σr,
calculated for the six cases shown in Fig. 7, as follows

σr = σ1r + σ2r + σ3r (24)

where r ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and

σ1r =

∣∣∣∣det

[
vi2x − vsrx vi2y − vsry

vi3x − vsrx vi3y − vsry

]∣∣∣∣
σ2r =

∣∣∣∣det

[
vi1x − vsrx vi1y − vsry

vi3x − vsrx vi3y − vsry

]∣∣∣∣
σ3r =

∣∣∣∣det

[
vi2x − vsrx vi2y − vsry

vi1x − vsrx vi1y − vsry

]∣∣∣∣
(25)

represent determinants calculated for all the shift vector can-
didates represented by (20). The given case is optimal and
finally selected, if the following condition is met

case = r ⇔ σr = min {σ1, . . . , σ6} (26)

The proposed DAV–PWM modulation has two variants of
operation:
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• the simple variant – input voltage quadrature components
are calculated using (5) only and the Γ trajectory is shifted
according to the sextants illustrated in Fig. 11,

• the advanced variant – analytic signals for the collection
of input voltage vectors are computed using the quarter–
cycle shifters or advanced technique of signal processing,
and the trajectory Γ is shifted based on the approach
represented by the equations (24) – (26).

In fact, the sinusoidal output current is obtained for both
variants of DAV–PWM modulations, and the active power
balance is also maintained. The main differences can be
observed in the input current shapes during the abnormal input
condition, such as amplitude asymmetry as shown in Fig. 12
(waveforms are presented in a per unit format). Input currents
are distorted but load currents quality remains unchanged. An
effect of advanced variant activation is shown in Fig. 13, where
all input currents become sinusoidal waveforms.

The control of the input displacement angle has been
analyzed using the mathematical model of the modulation
strategy, which is expressed by two following fundamental
equations

vo[1×k] = vi[1×3] ·D[3×k] (27)

ii[1×3] = io[1×k] ·DT
[k×3] (28)

Assuming the three–phase sinusoidal output currents with
amplitude Io, and a load angle ϕo

io =

 io1

io2

io3

 = Io ·

 cos (ωot+ ϕo)
cos (ωot+ ϕo − 2π/3)
cos (ωot+ ϕo + 2π/3)

 (29)

the more practical expression of the input currents can be
elaborated using (28) and the Clarke transform, which results
in the following formula

iiα = Ii · (cos (ωit)− tan (φi) · sin (ωit))
iiβ = Ii · (sin (ωit) + tan (φi) · cos (ωit))

(30)

where
Ii = q · Io · cos (ϕo) (31)

The above equations for CMC3×3 have been elaborated using
the Math Symbolic Toolbox, where all elements of matrix
D have been presented as a ratio of triangles according to
the (9) – (11), and (21). The approach allows to realize an
algorithm for any outputs number k and desired input angle
φi. Simulation results of DAV–PWM modulation for CMC3×5
and CMC3×11 are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 respectively.
Most important simulation parameters are listed in Table I.

TABLE I: Simulation parameters used in PSIM11 software.

Parameter Value

Source phase-to-phase voltage Vi = 100V

Input frequency fi = 50Hz

Input filter Cf = 15µF, Lf = 200µH

Cabling resistance Rf = 0.1Ω

PWM sampling frequency fs = 10kHz

RL load parameters R = 0.5Ω, L = 8.3mH
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Fig. 12: An illustration of rapid change of an input voltage
amplitude: CMC3× 5 converter, φi = 0, q = 0.65.
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Fig. 13: An effect of advanced variant of DAV–PWM activa-
tion.
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Fig. 15: The control of CMC3 × 11 converter under unity
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V. SMOOTH INTERPOLATION METHOD

Multiphase sources can be represented as a set of rotating
vectors by conversion of the sampled voltages into the analytic
signals. Each voltage is expressed as a pair of two elements
– real and imaginary, which correspond to the x and y
coordinates of vertices the convex polygon. This polygon, with
the number of vertices N ≥ 3, rotates and is the voltage
synthesis field. All output vectors, inside the synthesis field,
can be also represented by analytic signals. The movement
of each reference output voltage inside a synthesis field can
be graphically represented by trajectory, which can be a
circle or straight line in particular. The position of each point
inside the synthesis field can be expressed by the Wachspress
coordinates, which are relatively simple rational functions. The
value of the mathematical relation – in the meaning of PWM
duty cycles value – between any internal point and all vertices
of the synthesis field can be determined using the smooth
interpolation. This approach can be successfully adopted for
PWM modulation [40], and can be applied for AC–AC voltage
conversion as well.

Let’s assume, that a point po represents the analytic output
voltage and lies inside the synthesis field shown in Fig. 16(a).
PWM duty cycle for v̄im input phase, which corresponds to
the pm vertex, can be computed using Wachspress formula

d (pm) =
wm (po, pm)
N∑
k=1

wk (po, pk)

(32)

where the numerator is the weight calculated as follows

wm (po, pm) =
∆ [pm−1, pm, pm+1]

∆ [pm−1, pm, po] ·∆ [po, pm, pm+1]
(33)

According to the Wachspress approach properties [43], [44],
the sum of all calculated duty cycles is equal unity

N∑
k=1

d (pk) = 1 (34)

and in particular,

d (pm) = 1⇔ pm = po (35)

It should be pointed out that the voltage synthesis field does
not have to contain all input voltages, but only selected ones.
Thus, the size of the subset of input voltages can be dynam-
ically changed i.e. during an unexpected fault. An example
voltage vector diagram of the six–phase system, which is
connected with CMC6×6 is shown in Fig. 16(b). An example
output vector ~vo1 represents the purely sinusoidal reference
voltage, thus the shown trajectory Γo is a circle. A PWM
duty cycle waveform d1, calculated for vi1, is shown in Fig.
17, where the input voltage is intentionally distorted by known
higher–order harmonics to demonstrate that the output voltage
is correctly synthesized and the output currents io1...o6 remain
sinusoidal – this is an advantage of the proposed approach. If
the number of input vectors is 3, formula (32) is reduced to the
relation of two triangle areas as expressed by (21). The smooth
interpolation method can be used for CMC converters where
the number of inputs is greater, equal to the number of outputs.
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[vi3x,vi3y]

[vi4x,vi4y]
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vi2

vi3

vi4

vi5

vi6

(a) (b)

trajectory   Go

pm

pm-1

po

pm+1

vo1

Fig. 16: Application of the Wachspress coordinates for
CMC6× 6: (a) synthesis field, (b) six input voltage vectors.
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Fig. 17: CMC6 × 6: q = 0.6 and ωi = 4ωo, RL type load,
vo1,2 load line–to–line voltage, io1...o6 load currents, vi1 input
voltage, d11 PWM duty cycle.
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Fig. 18: An illustration of the example modulation scenario,
which uses the straight–line shape of the trajectory Γ for
CMC5 × 3: (a) synthesis field, (b) reference output voltages
based on Venturini generalized approach from [23], (c) sinu-
soidal reference with common–mode signal injection.

If a maximum value of q is needed, a straight–line trajectory
Γ can be applied, as shown in Fig. 18(a). The reference output
voltage can be selected arbitrarily for maximizing the peak–
to–peak line–to–line voltage. The Optimum–Venturini and the
sinusoidal, with common–mode signal injection, references
are illustrated in Fig. 18(b) and Fig. 18(c) respectively. The
algorithm flowchart is the same as in Fig. 9, only number of
the input voltages is changed. More research on multiphase
CMC will be discussed in detail in a separate paper.
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Fig. 19: The comparison of the proposed advanced variant of DAV–PWM and the Optimum–Venturini for three example input
voltage conditions and φi = 0.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

Some simulation results have been partially presented in
section IV. Non–sinusoidal input waveforms, such as rect-
angular or distorted by the higher–order voltage harmonics
have been analyzed through simulation. The DAV–PWM mod-
ulation has been also compared with the Optimum Venturini
direct modulation method.

Comparison with the Optimum–Venturini direct modula-
tion method for CMC3× 3

The proposed modulation approach is a direct method of
modulation and can be compared with the Optimum–Venturini
solution. This method is used to generate variable frequency
and amplitude sinusoidal output voltage vjN from the fixed–
frequency, fixed–amplitude input voltage viN with the am-
plitude Vi, where j = a, b, c indicates CMC outputs, while
i = A,B,C denotes the CMC input. The dij(t) PWM duty
cycle can be calculated using the following expression

dij =
1

3

(
1 +

2viN (t) v̄jN
V2

i

+
4q

3
√

3
ζ

)
(36)

where the modulating signal v̄jN represents the mean value
of the output voltage, ζ = sin (ωit+ βi) sin (3ωit), and βi =
0, (2π/3) , (4π/3). To increase the gain voltage to q = 0.866
Venturini proposed the injection of a third harmonic, thus
in the Optimum–Venturini approach, modulating signals are
expressed as follows

vjN (t) = qVi (cos (ωot+ αo)− ζo) (37)

where ζo = cos(3ωot)
6 − cos(3ωit)

2
√

3
and αo = 0, (2π/3) , (4π/3).

The comparison for simulation and experiment, shown in
Fig. 19, has been performed for normal supply conditions,
20% amplitude asymmetry, and the π/6 angle asymmetry
of one source voltage. The presented simulation results and
oscillogram collection confirm the positive features of the
proposed method of modulation such as maintaining the sinu-
soidal input and output currents during the abnormal supply
condition. Due to observed currents distortion in the case of the
Optimum–Venturini method, the conclusion is that the method
is not suitable for such conditions and the robustness of the
DAV–PWM modulation is proved. Comparative tests were
carried out using the regulated AC voltage source (30V –50V )
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specially equipped with a and RL load (R = 8Ω, L = 6mH).
Practical conditions have been faithfully reproduced in the
simulation using the PSIM11, with the algorithm frequency
equal to the 10kHz.

Non-sinusoidal input waveforms case
Using the proposed advanced variant of modulation, the

sinusoidal output current has been generated properly even if
the input voltages contained higher–order harmonics, shown
in Fig. 20. Changing the amplitude of one of the input
voltages causes the supply asymmetry, which translates into
the deformation of the synthesis field, so the triangle, shown
in Fig. 6, is not equilateral in this case. If the reference
voltages still lie inside the synthesis field, all output voltages
will also be generated properly, which illustrated in Fig. 12.
Theoretically, by using equation (5), the proposed approach
can be used for any symmetric, balanced three–phase source
such as rectangular voltages. This case has been illustrated
in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22. In this particular supply case, a
pure sinusoidal output current has been also obtained. The
triangle ∆[1,2,3] rotates discretely, i.e. its position in the xy
coordinate system is fixed within one of the six rotation
cycles. Such type of voltage supply also allows for achieving
a higher qmax = 2

/√
3. This result is presented only as a

demonstration of the capability of the proposed approach.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The developed DAV–PWM modulation has been tested for
CMC3× 3 and CMC3× 5. In the first case, the experiments
have been performed for a three–phase RL loads. The proto-
type of the CMC3× 3 converter and control board are shown
in Fig. 23. The solution for the CMC3 × 5 has been verified
using a 5kW/140V five–phase squirrel–cage motor, shown in
Fig. 24, and two converters CMC1 and CMC2. The proposed
algorithm has been implemented with floating–point multicore
digital signal processor Analog Devices ADSP–SC589. A
programmable logic devices Intel FPGA MAX10 has been
used mainly for perform the four–step commutation and
analog–to–digital signal conversion. System commands and
other operations have been served using additional software,
which operated via fiber optic.

Typical waveforms for the simple variant of the DAV–PWM
modulation for CMC3×3 fed by balanced three–phase voltage
source are shown in Fig. 25. Presented results confirm the
correct regulation of the load voltage and the input angle.
The proposed advanced variant of DAV–PWM has been tested
during the amplitude asymmetry of the voltage source, which
is presented in one of the oscillograms shown in Fig. 19, where
both the input and the output currents remained undistorted.
The proposed modulation algorithms for a converter with five
outputs – the simple modulation variant and the advanced
one – have been also verified in the same abnormal source
condition. The effects are presented in Fig. 26, where the input
current for both DAV–PWM variants and obtained sinusoidal
load currents have been shown.

Assuming potential use of the proposed method in multi-
phase high–frequency applications, the high-performance DSP
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Fig. 20: The changes of input current angle for CMC3 × 3
during harmonic distortion of the input voltage: ωi = 3ωo,
φi = {0,−π/6, π/6}.
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Fig. 22: Control of CMC3 × 3 converter with three–phase
rectangular voltage supply: q = 1.1, φi = 0, ωi = 3ωo.

processor TMS320C6672-1GHz has been selected for the
benchmark, which number of CPU cycles has been measured
by a special timestamp timer. All algorithms in the benchmark
have been designed and programmed using special math
functions from the DSP library, thus the standard C functions
have not been applied. Results are presented in Tab. II.

TABLE II: Comparison of the number of TMS320C6672
1GHz processor CPU cycles for selected algorithms.

Algorithm Cycles
Classic Venturini, qmax = 0.5 337

Extended Venturini, qmax = 0.866 2038
DAV–PWM with the circle trajectory, qmax = 0.5 224

DAV–PWM with the straight–line trajectory, qmax = 0.866 259
DAV–PWM with the straight–line shifted trajectory 548
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Fig. 23: CMC3× 3 and control board.

Fig. 24: The model of CMC3 × 5 converter connected with
the 5–phase, 5kW squirrel cage engine prototype.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The use of analytical signal and smooth interpolation in
AC–AC voltage synthesis facilitates modulation algorithm pro-
totyping. Although the vector terminology still appears in the
proposed method description, the idea of computing the PWM
duty cycle is free from trigonometry and angles, which in con-
sequence accelerates the calculation. The discussed approach
can be used under the wide range of input voltage conditions,
starting from amplitude asymmetry, ending with the radical
voltage waveform shape change. Voltages presentation using
an analytic signal, is intuitive and can express almost all
input voltage conditions. However, as discussed in the paper,
it can require advanced harmonic analysis but nowadays it
is strongly supported, both in hardware and software. The
PWM duty cycle can be computed based on the barycentric
coordinates using the ratio of triangle areas or applying the
smooth interpolation by Wachspress formula. The PWM duty
cycle can be computed using the barycentric coordinates using
the ratio of triangle areas or applying the smooth interpolation
using the Wachspress formula. The presented solution, in
particular, the barycentric coordinates, can be adopted to
develop a solution for other multiphase matrix converters, such
as multipulse matrix converters, which is the aim of further
research.
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